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A beginners SEO checklist for business owners and webmasters to consider before they make a
new website live. The list can on and on but these are some of the very basic and important factors
to check and consider. Googlexperts is a professional SEO Company in India providing ethical and
effective online marketing services.

Choice of Domain Name- Is the domain name brand able, easy to say, and easy to recall?

Unique Content - Original, relevant content is the best tool any business has and is considered one
of the top most feature of a professional search engine optimization campaign.

Mobile Friendlyweb Design - If your web design is complex, chances you are losing many
customers.

BROKEN LINKS Check â€“ Both the Search engines and actual visitor are not going to like broken
links on your website

More text than HTML/php code - A page should have more unique text content more than the
markup language.

Three levels down from the root directoryâ€“Pages within pages will confuse the visitor, donâ€™t go beyond
3 levels.

Web page File names or directory Names -Web page names, filenames and directory names should
contain keywords.

Load time - The faster web page loads the better for SEO.

Use of hyphens ( - ) not underscores ( _ ) to separate words-Separate words in your URLs, many
people end up having typos in keywords because of this.

Bread-Crumbs on Every Pageâ€“Another major ignored by some people, bread crumbs are critical for
better navigation.

HTML and XML Site Map - Create a site map that links to the major sections and sub-sections of
your Web site. Site map should be linked to from every page.

Page Titleâ€“title should keyword rich yet enticing and descriptive.

Description META Tag- Donâ€™t usemore than 150 characters including spaces and punctuation. Juice
it up to get more leads.

Keyword META Tags - Try to limit the number of total keywords to Under twenty.Do a double check
for typos and spelling mistakes.

ALT Tagsâ€“Many webmasters ignore this but every image should have ALT tag.

New Content Updates -Adding a new webpage provides search engine crawlers a reason to keep
coming to your website which is great for ranking.
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Be careful who links to you and whom you link to, white-hat SEO will always pay you in long run.
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